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Waarde begin van de periode €3,612,354

Waarde eind van de periode €3,676,936

Eerste Kwartaal 2021

Investment Review

The fund underperformed its benchmark over the quarter.

Market Summary

Global growth expectations have been supported by fiscal stimulus (notably the passing of the $1.9tr
American Rescue Plan), as well as by improved vaccine roll out, with around 40% of American adults
and 60% of British adults now having received a dose of vaccine. That being said, markets continue to
dance to the tune of Covid related newflow, with companies highly dependant on travel remaining
volatile.

While real rates and breakevens both ended the quarter higher, bond markets were volatile through the
period. This bond market volatility likely contributed to rotations in the equity market, with higher growth
and longer duration stocks sold in favour of cheaper, shorter duration areas of the market. The
momentum factor saw another 2 standard deviation drawdown in March, following a significant
drawdown in November 2020 coinciding with the Pfizer vaccine news.

While the market environment may remain tricky for a while longer, we think focus will return to relative
business fundamentals driving return outcomes.

Performance
Lonza was the biggest detractor over the period. There was no major stock specific news, but it is likely
that the stock was used as a funding source as the market rotated into lower quality names. We would
note, while Lonza was selling off, we saw favorable read across from peers raising guidance and giving
positive profit warnings.

London Stock Exchange detracted from relative returns. Following the conclusion of London Stock
Exchange’s Refinitiv acquisition, the company guided on higher than expected integration costs and
lower top line growth. Given recent strength, the shares sold off heavily following the disappointing
guidance. We believe management could have handled communications on this deal better, but
ultimately believe the medium-term thesis is still intact for the company to achieve growth from
becoming a leading enterprise data provider.

E-commerce names, Allegro and THG, sold off. Allegro shares continue to be under pressure from
Amazon’s entry to Poland. However, our data scientist’s tracking has shown a slow start for Amazon.
While we expect this will pick up, we still have confidence that Allegro will have the upper hand in the
end as the established local player in Poland. There was no company specific update for THG – the
shares seem to be following the recent downward trend of higher duration stocks as discount rates have
risen.

Neste shares also fell as the company suffered downgrades to earnings estimates after the CFO
commented that they expect to report lower Q1 volumes in their traditional refining business and lower
margins in their renewables business due to a lack of hedging benefits and higher feedstock prices.

Payments company, Worldline, detracted as the full extent of economic re-opening seems to have been
pushed to later in the year. The company is an expected beneficiary of successful vaccine roll-outs
leading to re-opening plans and a return to travel. Though, renewed restrictions to fight a 4th COVID
wave in Europe, and the UK’s comments walking back original plans to ease international travel
restrictions, means stores remain closed for longer and tourist spending in Europe is delayed.

Freight forwarder DSV also rose strongly over the period. The company is over-delivering on cost
savings and has terminated some low margin contracts acquired during the 2019 Panalpina deal. We
believe the company’s 2021 guidance looks conservative and see room for double digit annual EBIT
growth out to 2025. Further demand in Q1 was driven by a blockage in the Suez Canal which saw a
rush to re-route goods pushing rates in air and sea freight higher.

The portfolio also benefitted in relative terms through avoiding defensive index constituents which didn’t
participate in the market rally – names such as Nestle, Novartis, Roche, and Unilever are not held in the
fund.

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden

3-Jaars
Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds 4.8% 4.8% 14.9% 11.1% 8.9%

Benchmark 7.3% 7.3% 7.5% 8.6% 7.6%

Outlook
Higher inflation may be on the horizon in the near term, but we
expect these effects to be transitory and for central banks to
remain accommodative. Despite patchy reopenings in
Europe, overall market strength should persist over the
coming months as vaccine rollouts progress and the strength
of the global consumer shines through. We don’t see
meaningful evidence that the slower vaccine roll-out in Europe
has changed companies’ outlooks and remain optimistic on
their potential as local inoculation efforts ramp up. In the
meantime, European equities are international in their revenue
pools and benefit from the global rebound. There is continued
opportunity for earnings upgrades, particularly from
companies with strong execution and more structural cost
cutting capabilities.

Following a strong rally and significant re-ratings, the market’s
appetite for old economy cyclicals may be tempered as
investor focus will shift to tougher comps coming in 2022.
Conversely, after a period of underperformance, we note
several higher quality and more stable businesses are
beginning to look more attractive. Whilst this is a supportive
backdrop for equities overall, a high degree of selectivity
remains warranted for the long-term investor.
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